





Information Quotations
Welcome to ECI - Introduction
Services offered
Case Studies
Typical Customers

Lack of quality information is the root cause
of most problems.
Jeffrey Zilahy
The mark of a well educated person is not
necessarily knowing all the answers, but in
knowing where to find them.
Douglas Everett
Knowledge is knowing—or knowing where
to find out.
Alvin Toffler
Somewhere, something incredible is waiting
to be known.
Carl Sagan

ECI is an emerging information provider dedicated
to find any information you need on demand.
A three step process:
1. Contact us (email or phone, it’s your choice!)
2. We conduct inquiry. (Often, we will converse a few
times for information optimization purposes)
3. We provide you with the completed information, in
both the timeframe and the format requested (email,
phone call, excel, word, weblink, etc.)

What can we do for you ?

















Providing previously unknown resources and information in critical decision
making.
Helping firms confirm or deny information.
Conducting Opposition Research.
Locating investigative and financial resources and tools.
Being a provider of top quality links.
Confirming facts and figures.
Obtaining thorough character research for actors.
Locating relevant statistics for projects.
Conducting Personal Web Audits.
Locating information on unusual items.
Comprehensive product searching.
Providing arcane information on companies.
Assisting with information (i.e. links, resources, and books) pertaining to
important business and/or life decisions.
Locating very "content-specific" media and resources.

Solving Business Problems:

 A business development vice president at one of the largest software

companies in New Jersey needed Telecommunications intelligence. He
needed it ASAP, and had a limited budget. Rather than spend thousands on
a Telecommunications specialist, ECI provided the information in web format
in a timely manner.

 A business man in search of lawyers that specialized in Surety bonds was

hitting dead ends. Even the government recommended resources that were
gone or no longer active. After speaking with ECI, he had the contact
information he needed within a day.

Optimizing Personal Situations:

 An individual was trying to locate a lost college buddy. After paying an online
firm to track him down and getting the wrong guy, he called ECI. Within
hours, ECI had located his address, home phone and cell phone.

 A New Yorker who did not enjoy surfing the web wanted some detailed

information on three ideas of places she wanted to visit in the summer
months. ECI recommended specific locales and thorough information to
supplement it, and provided it to her in a face to face meeting. Her summer
was a success.

Individuals
 Not interested in spending excess time to track down information.
 Traveling
 Those in the public eye
 Writers
 Politicians
 Technology avoiders

Businesses
 Time Constrained
 Overloaded with other work
 Investment Banks
 Law Firms
 Newspapers
 Real-Time enterprises

